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This movie is directed by Chandrakant Singh .n Ashmit Patel, Rituparna Sengupta, Shweta Tiwari, Andria D`souza, Sofia Hayat,
.The Arabic-language film "Shabab Shabab" was shown as part of the program of the Cannes Film Festival in 1981. Sibel, a

26-year-old prostitute from Senegal, will work as a "security specialist" in a private office in Brazil. Unexpectedly, Senegal is in
turmoil and the company's management, learning that Sybil is leaving the company, warns her not to return or she will not be
paid any money. The girl is ready to make a deal, but after the kidnapping of her boyfriend and her friends, she finds them in

Shuka's house in Videsar, a small town in the south of Senegal. Her father, Shuki, also works there, who understands that a real
hunt for prostitutes is being played out in the city, and takes Sibeli's team home. Shuki's comrades are so strong in fighting
crime that they manage to infiltrate their headquarters. There they expose the plot of the terrorists. After they learn that the
main leader, Manuel, has died at the hands of the police, they agree to shelter Sibelya, but their plans may collapse if Sibilya

shows how to defeat the criminals... The film premiered at the Cannes Film Festival in 1981. The plot rests on the fact that the
first and second parts of the film are dedicated to the fight against the bosses of a criminal organization. One of the bandits is a
member of the rescue group organized by Shuki (the main character has such a nickname). The film shows the bosses of one of

the most dangerous criminal organizations in Brazil "Shawab Shawab", whose members have information about international
money laundering schemes. The bandits are trying to disable all information networks, but all their measures have so far been
unsuccessful. At the end of the film, all members of the organization are in prison. Ch.Tibon sings and plays the guitar. He is

one of the most active members of the gang despite his young age. He did not miss a single film with his participation. The film
is based on real events in the late 60's - early 70's. One of the actors, a well-known director and screenwriter, B. Raghavan,

always pays special attention to the role of the client in his films. However, he does not miss the opportunity to show the role of
a prostitute
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